Quickswage Fittings
Standard Plug In, Swept Style, -3QS Tail, Stainless Steel, 5.7g

Material: Stainless Steel

Standard Part Numbers:-
86Y0103SPLUG = -3QS S/S 45Deg SWEPT 8.7mm PLUG-IN
86Y0203SPLUG = -3QS S/S 90Deg SWEPT 8.7mm PLUG-IN

Custom Part Numbers:-
86Y0003SSP8.7** - **

Bend Angle
Stand Off 'B'

- ACTUAL PRODUCT DESIGN MAY DIFFER FROM ILLUSTRATION
- DIMENSIONS 'A' & 'B' ARE DEPENDANT ON REQUIRED BEND ANGLE
- ANY BEND ANGLE CAN BE USED, WITHIN THE SPECIFIED RANGE
- CONTACT FHS FOR FURTHER DETAILS / ADDITIONAL SIZES
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